WE ARE NOT RACISTS!

Tens of millions of Americans are truly hurt, disappointed and quite frankly, offended by being called “racist”.

Because we’re not! We don’t hate you, please don’t hate us. The Media is lying to you that we are. It’s so very, very evil. It breaks my heart and tens of millions of other Americans, to see us this way.

Our country is being torn apart by Left Wing radicals and the Media. WE... all of us, must not let that happen! It’s up to us America.

TRULY... SEEK THE TRUTH about American history, the Media and Politics.

Yes, there always will be “some” racism coming from and toward ALL races. “We The People” are flawed. The enemy is the Left Wing, NOT each other.

Everyone, please put down your “emotional” weapons. Anger, hysteria and reaction to current events is understandable but it must not be allowed to rip us apart. I ask you; How would anyone benefit from that?

We can’t achieve a positive future with a negative approach or outlook.

Peaceful protesting and social unrest are part of the American way. It’s our right! The violence, destruction and looting aren’t. America, please calmly seek and obtain clarity of thought. Emotions and the negative Media are KILLERS of the Truth that we all need right now.

Most Americans love America, realize its flawed and want to make it better. We can do that thru Peace. The voices of those who hate, destroy and divide are loud but do not speak for most Americans!

We need to; TRULY... SEEK THE TRUTH – Goto WinOneOver.com to find it!

OUR BEST IS BETTER THAN WE THINK!